When did Enduro competitions first start?
Motorcycles specifically intended for enduro competition
first appeared at the International Six Day Trial (ISDT) now
called the International Six Days Enduro (ISDE). The ISDE was
first held in 1913 at Carlisle, England.

The ISDE requires an enduro motorcycle to withstand over six
days and upwards of 1250 km (777 miles) of competition;
repairs are limited to those performed by the rider with
limited parts. The ISDE has occurred annually, apart from
interruptions due to World War I and World War II, at various
locations throughout the world.

The early events were a test of rider skill and motorcycle
reliability. The earliest ISDE courses used the dirt roads
common in that era. Today, most of the routes are off-road.
In 1980, the ISDT was renamed the International Six Day
Enduro (ISDE).

Scottish Six Days Trial
The Scottish Six Days (Open Reliability) Trial is an
internationally recognized motorcycle competition, which
has been running since 1909 (with breaks for the two world

wars) making it the oldest motorcycle trials event in the
world.

Motorcycle riders from all over the world compete in this
extreme sport, covering as much as 100 miles a day on road
and off-road routes around Lochaber on each of the six days.
The event is a trial of the skill, consistency and endurance of
the riders, as well as a test of the specialized motorcycles
used.

Photos above were taken at Scottish 6 days trial 1955
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When was the first Dirtbike Invented?
The first motorcycles were produced by companies like
Indian, Harley, BSA, and Norton.
Since the early 20th century there were a lot more dirt roads
than there were paved roads, these motorcycles were
designed to be ridden on the dirt as well as the paved roads.
Making Matchless the first company to produce a dirt bike in
1899.
As a modern dirt bike goes, it seems that the earliest
reverence I can find is a 1924 Velocette. It was used in the
first motocross event known as a "Scramble" in Camberley,
Surrey in southern England.

By the 1930s BSA, Norton, Rudge, Matchless, and AJS all
made bikes to be used in the Scramble, so any of these bikes
could be the first dirt bike, I just couldn't find any mention of
them in the first Scramble.
As far as motorcycles used offroad, the 1914 Triumph Model
A was used by the British Army as an offroad vehicle during
WWI Most of the first motorcycles made were basically
bicycles with an internal combustion engine strapped on
somehow.
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When were Yamaha Dirtbikes invented?
After two years of tough secret testing in both the US and the
Australian outback, Yamaha released the DT1 to the world at
the Tokyo Motor Show in October 1967.
The little white bike was totally unlike any other motorcycle
and quickly stole the hearts and imaginations of motorcycle
lovers the world over.
When were KTM Dirtbikes invented?
The company was founded in 1934 by engineer Hans
Trunkenpolz in Mattighofen. It started out as a metalworking
shop and was named Kraftfahrzeuge Trunkenpolz
Mattighofen.
In 1954 KTM began producing motorcycles.

When did Motocross events start?
Motocross is usually said to have begun after World War II,
but the sport actually originated in cross-country races
known as scrambles in England and North America during the
1920s. It just wasn't called motocross back then.
The first was the so-called Southern Scott Scramble, held on
March 29, 1924, over a 2-5-mile cross-country course on
Camberly Heath, England.

The French came up with the name "motocross," from
"motorcycle" and "cross-country," and developed a new,
shorter course with man-made obstacles such as jumps.

